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Abstrat
The QCD improved parton model is a very suessful onept to treat proesses in hadroni
interations, whenever large partoni transverse momenta p⊥ are involved. However, ross se-
tions diverge in the limit p⊥ → 0, and the usual treatment is the denition of a lower uto
p⊥min, suh that proesses with a smaller p⊥  so-alled soft proesses  are simply ignored, whih
is ertainly not orret for example at RHIC energies. A more onsistent proedure amounts
to introdue a tehnial parameter Q20, referred to as soft virtuality sale, whih is nothing but
an artiial borderline between soft and hard physis. We will disuss suh a formalism, whih
oinides with the improved parton model for high p⊥ proesses and with the phenomenologial
treatment of soft sattering, when only small virtualities are involved. The most important
aspet of our approah is that it allows to obtain a smooth transition between soft and hard
sattering, and therefore no artiial dependene on a uto parameter should appear.
1 Introdution
The standard parton model approah to hadron-hadron sattering amounts to presenting the partons
of projetile and target by momentum distribution funtions, fi and fj, and alulating inlusive ross
setions for the prodution of parton jets with the squared transverse momentum p2
⊥
larger than some
uto p2
⊥min as
σincl(s) =
∑
ij
∫
p2
⊥
>p2
⊥min
dp2
⊥
dx+dx−fi(x
+, p2
⊥
)fj(x
−, p2
⊥
) dσˆij/dp
2
⊥
(x+x−s) (1)
where dσˆij/dp
2
⊥
is the elementary parton-parton ross setion and i, j represent parton avors. Many
Monte Carlo appliations are based on the above formula: ISAJET [1℄, PYTHIA [2,3℄,HERWIG [46℄,
HIJING [7℄  for more details see the review [8℄.
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It is the uto p2
⊥min whih prevents the above integral to diverge, and there are several justia-
tions for using suh a uto. If one is only interested in hard proesses, for example to study large
p⊥ jets, suh a uto an be used without problems, sine soft reations are simply not onsidered.
The situation is muh more ompliated when it omes to treating an average event, sine here
the soft omponent plays an important role. In nulear sattering, one may argue with sreening
eets: in heavy nulei at very high energies, the parton density will be redued due to sreening, and
this may be eetively done via a uto. Real life is more ompliated: we have nite nulei at nite
energy, so soft physis still plays a role and has to be treated properly. The same is true for sreening
orretions: in partiular for Monte Carlo appliations one annot treat them just introduing a
uto or modifying struture funtions, this is only valid for alulating inlusive spetra based on
the assumption that fatorization holds.
There is already some indiation that the above-mentioned onept omes to its limits: taking
parton distribution funtions ompatible with latest HERA measurements, it seems to be impossible
to get the orret energy dependene of the proton-proton ross setion, whih an only be ured by
an unreasonable assumption like an energy dependent uto(see, for example, [9℄).
We think that one should well separate the aspet soft/hard physis and sreening. One may
introdue a soft sale Q20, whih is meant to be the borderline between soft and hard physis, suh
that above this sale one may use perturbative methods, whereas below one has to work with param-
eterizations. We do not think that the physis hanges abruptly when rossing this artiial border,
it is more a tehnial problem that we know how to do alulations only above the sale Q20. It is
not at all a serious problem that one has to rely on a phenomenologial treatment at low virtualities,
sine there exists a wealth of information about this topi, in partiular sine suh onepts as the
Pomeron an be investigated at the HERA ollider. Being just a borderline between soft and hard
physis, there is absolutely no reason that the parameter Q20 should be energy dependent, or vise
versa - introduing an energy dependent uto neessarily implies hanging physis ontent of the
soft part of the interation as with the inreasing energy harder and harder partons are treated as
being soft.
Naturally, at high energies the role of sreening orretions due to so-alled enhaned diagrams
beomes extremely important. Our approah allows to treat orresponding ontributions expliitely,
as oming from Pomeron-Pomeron interations in the soft nonperturbative region. This allows to
ahieve a mirosopi desription of the interation proess, to resolve the seeming ontradition
between the energy dependene of hadroni interation ross setions and the realisti struture
funtions measured by HERA, and to get rid of the artiial dependene of the results on the
tehnial parameter Q20 [10℄.
2 Qualitative Disussion of Nuleon-Nuleon Sattering
2.1 The Struture of the Nuleon
Nuleons are omposite objets, and high energy nuleon-nuleon sattering requires therefore some
disussion on the intrinsi struture of the nuleon. Let us onsider deep inelasti sattering, where a
virtual photon probes the nuleon struture, see g. 1, where we show a ut diagram, orresponding
to a squared amplitude. As shown in the gure, the photon ouples to a quark from the nuleon,
allowing this way the measurement of the quark momentum distributions (nuleon struture fun-
tions). For photons with large virtualities, one may apply the methods of perturbative QCD in
order to understand the struture of the blob in the above gure: we know that the nal quark
2
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Figure 1: A virtual photon probing the struture of the nuleon.
is emitted from a parton, whih itself is emitted from another parton and so on. Employing the
leading logarithmi approximation one obtains the following piture (see g. 2): The nuleon emits
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Figure 2: A highly virtual photon ouples to the end of a parton ladder, emitted from the nuleon.
a parton with a virtuality of the order of some soft sale Q20 and with some light one momentum
fration x, whih emits itself parton with higher virtuality but smaller x and so on, suh that the
last parton ouples to the photon. It is a question of taste to onsider the parton ladder of being a
part of the internal struture of the nuleon and the photon to interat with a quark of the nuleon,
or to onsider only the rst parton at sale Q20 (the soft parton) being a onstituent of the nuleon,
whereas the parton ladder is onsidered to be a part of the interation. Conerning the soft partons,
one distinguishes between sea quarks or gluons and valene quarks. Whereas the latter ones have
typial light one momentum fration distributions of the form x−0.5, the former ones are distributed
as x−α0 , with α0 being at least unity. This means that sea quarks or gluons have typially very
small x-values, ontrary to the valene quarks. What is the mass of the blob in g. 2, left behind
the emitted quark? Having emitted a parton with momentum k and virtuality k2 = −Q20 from the
nuleon, onsidered forward moving with momentum p, we obtain in the high energy limit for the
squared mass of the remainder (nuleon minus parton)
sˆ = −p+k− = p+Q20/k+ = Q20/x,
where p± = p0±p3, k± = k0±k3 are the light one momenta of the nuleon and of the emitted parton
orrespondingly and x = k+/p+ is the light one momentum fration of the parton. This shows that
in ase of small x (sea quarks or gluons), the remainder has a large mass; whereas for valene quarks,
we obtain masses of the order of Q0. This means sea quarks or gluons are not elementary nuleon
onstituents, but they are rather emitted from some objet with large mass and low virtuality [11℄.
Suh objets are usually referred to as soft Pomerons, and very powerful phenomenologial tehniques
exist to deal with them.
So we distinguish between two ontributions, depending on whether the rst (soft) parton is a
sea quark or gluon or a valene quark. In ase of valene quarks, we onsider the quark to be a
3
diret onstituent of the nuleon, and the orresponding photon-nuleon sattering diagram is shown
in g. 3. So one may assume some initial distribution Fval(x) for the valene quarks, and treat
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Figure 3: Photon-nuleon sattering, with the rst (soft) parton being a valene quark.
then the sattering of this valene quark with the virtual photon. In ase of sea quarks or gluons,
there has to be a soft Pomeron between the nuleon and the rst parton, where we do not know the
preise mirosopi struture, but we know how to parameterize the orresponding amplitudes. So
our graphial representation will be simply a blob, as shown in g. 4. This blob stands for a soft
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Figure 4: Photon-nuleon sattering, with the rst (soft) parton being a sea-quark or gluon.
Pomeron, and we will use later the orresponding parameterizations. We do not know how the soft
Pomeron ouples to the nuleon, but we may imagine some onstituent arrying some fration x
of the nuleons momentum aording to some distribution F (x), whih emits a soft Pomeron, whih
by itself emits the rst perturbative (k2 ∼ −Q20) parton. In this sense, the external lower line in g.
4 may be onsidered to be suh a onstituent.
To summarize: we onsider in any ase the sattering of a virtual photon with a nuleon on-
stituent arrying some fration x of the nuleons momentum. In ase of valene quarks, this on-
stituent is simply a valene quark with distribution Fval(x), in ase of sea quarks or gluons, the
onstituent is not known, and we use some funtion F (x), to be speied later. In ase of valene
quarks, the interation proess is treated entirely in the framework of perturbative QCD, using the
leading logarithmi approximation; in ase of sea quarks or gluons, one has in addition to onsider a
soft Pomeron.
2.2 Nuleon-Nuleon Sattering
Virtual photon-nuleon sattering may be seen as an interation between the virtual photon and a
nuleon onstituent, where the interation is realized via the exhange of some omposite objet  as
disussed in the preeding setion. This exhange objet is either a parton ladder (in ase of valene
quarks involved) or a parton ladder plus a soft Pomeron (in ase of sea quarks or gluons involved). We
easily generalize to nuleon-nuleon sattering. Let us assume that there are hard partons involved
4
 with virtualities bigger than the soft sale Q20. Employing the leading logarithmi approximation
of perturbative QCD, we expet some hard sattering of two partons with high virtualities, these
two parton being emitted from partons with smaller virtualities and so on, till one reahes on both
ends the soft sale Q20. So now we have two initial (low virtuality) partons on both sides, and for
either of them we an literally repeat the disussion of the last hapter: eah parton may be of
sea or valene type, and orrespondingly we have four ontributions. If both partons are of valene
type, we have an interation between two valene quarks via the exhange of a parton ladder, as
shown in g. 5 (valene-valene ontribution). We do not show in the gure the spetator quarks.
The fat that the ladder rungs getting narrower towards the middle of ladder indiates symbolially
virtuality ordering: a bigger ladder rung represents smaller virtuality. Eah of the two ordered ladders
orresponds exatly to the parton ladder employed in deep inelasti sattering. The only new aspet
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Figure 5: The valene-valene ontribution.
here is the fat that the two ordered ladders are glued together by means of an elementary Born
sattering diagram, whih represents the proess with the highest virtuality involved. Sine only
hard partons ontribute, we refer to the valene-valene ontributions also as the hard one.
We obtain a seond ontribution, when we onsider the sattering of sea quarks or gluons, as
shown in g. 6. As disussed in the preeding setion, there is in general a soft, large mass objet
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Figure 6: The sea-sea ontribution.
between the sea quark (gluon) and the nuleon, whih we identify with the soft Pomeron. So the
sea quarks or gluons are internal lines in the above diagram. The external lines in the gure refer to
nuleon onstituents, the preise nature of whih we do not need to speify at this point. We simply
assume that they arry a fration x of the nuleons momentum, aording to some distribution F (x).
We have of ourse also the mixed ases, where a valene quark satters o a sea quark or gluon, as
shown in g. 7. The external legs here are a valene quark on one side and a nuleon onstituent on
the other side, sine the sea quark or gluon is as usual an internal line.
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Figure 7: Two mixed ontributions.
Let us ome bak to the sea-sea ontribution. Here we onsider hard perturbative partons in
the ladder and soft partons in the shaded area before it, where the latter ones are not treated
expliitly but rather parameterized as soft Pomeron ontributions. One may imagine the ase where
the hardest parton in the proess is already a soft one, with the orresponding virtuality being smaller
than Q20 uto, so the hard piee in the middle is redued to zero. Sine this is not possible for our
sea-sea ontribution, where one requires always at least one hard parton in the diagram, one has
to add expliitly a purely soft ontribution, whih is simply parameterized as a soft Pomeron and
graphially represented as a blob, see g. 8. We use of ourse the same parameterization as for
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Figure 8: The soft ontribution.
the soft Pomerons appearing in the sea-sea and the mixed ontributions, as we are going to disuss
later. The external legs for the soft ontribution are nuleon onstituents, as for the sea-sea ase.
A omplete elementary interation in hadron-hadron sattering is therefore the sum of all the
above-mentioned ontributions: a soft one, a hard one, and three semi-hard ontributions (sea-sea
and mixed). We have a smooth transition from hard to soft physis: lowering the energy will redue
the relative weight of the semi-hard ontributions till they nally die out and we are left with a
purely soft ontribution. In our approah, we do not onsider soft and hard physis as ompletely
dierent: the soft domain is just the ontinuation of perturbative domain into a region, where we do
not have the tehnial abilities to perform rigorous alulations. But physis hanges smoothly.
In the following setion, we are going to treat the dierent ontributions in detail.
3 Detailed Treatment of Nuleon-Nuleon Sattering
3.1 Soft Sattering
Let us rst onsider the purely soft ontribution of the g. 8, where all virtual partons appearing
in the internal struture of the diagram have restrited virtualities Q2 < Q20, where Q
2
0 ∼ 1 GeV2
is a reasonable uto for perturbative QCD being appliable. Suh soft non-perturbative dynamis
is known to dominate hadron-hadron interations at not too high energies. Laking methods to
6
alulate this ontribution from rst priniples, it is simply parameterized and graphially represented
as a `blob', see g. 8. It is traditionally assumed to orrespond to multi-peripheral prodution of
partons (and nal hadrons) [12℄ and is desribed by the phenomenologial soft Pomeron exhange
ontribution. The sattering amplitude is given as [13℄
Tsoft(sˆ, t) = 8πs0η(t) γ
2
part
(
sˆ
s0
)αsoft(0)
exp
(
λ
(2)
soft(sˆ/s0) t
)
, (2)
with
λ
(n)
soft(z) = nR
2
part + α
′
soft lnz, (3)
where sˆ = (p + p′)2, p, p′ are the 4-momenta of the initial onstituent partons in the proess before
and after the sattering (onsidered here as being nearly real, i.e. p2 = p′2 ≃ 0). The parameters
αsoft(0), α
′
soft are the interept and the slope of the Pomeron trajetory, γpart and R
2
part are the vertex
value and the slope for the Pomeron-parton oupling, and s0 ≃ 1 GeV2 is the harateristi hadroni
mass sale. The so-alled signature fator η is given as
η(t) = i− cot παP(t)
2
≃ i. (4)
Cutting the diagram orresponds to the summation over multi-peripheral intermediate hadroni
states, onneted via unitarity to the imaginary part of the amplitude (2),
1
i
discsˆ Tsoft(sˆ, t) =
1
i
[Tsoft(sˆ+i0, t)− Tsoft(sˆ−i0, t)] (5)
= 2ImTsoft(sˆ, t) (6)
=
∑
n,spins,...
∫
dτnTp,p′→XnT
∗
p˜,p˜′→Xn, (7)
where Tp,p′→Xn is the amplitude for the transition of the initial partons p, p
′
into the n-partile state
Xn, dτn is the invariant phase spae volume for the n-partile state Xn and the summation is done
over the number of partiles n and over their spins and speies, the averaging over initial parton
olors and spins is assumed; discsˆ Tsoft(sˆ, t) denotes the disontinuity of the amplitude Tsoft(sˆ, t) on
the right-hand ut in the variable sˆ.
The orresponding prole funtion for parton-parton interation, dened as twie the imaginary
part of the Fourier transform T˜ of T , divided by the initial parton ux 2sˆ,
Dsoft(sˆ, b) =
1
2sˆ
2ImT˜soft(sˆ, b), (8)
is given as
Dsoft(sˆ, b) =
1
8π2sˆ
∫
d2q⊥ exp
(
−i~q⊥~b
)
2ImTsoft
(
sˆ,−q2
⊥
)
(9)
=
2γ2part
λ
(2)
soft(sˆ/s0)
(
sˆ
s0
)αsoft(0)−1
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(2)
soft(sˆ/s0)
)
(10)
For t = 0 one obtains via the optial theorem the ontribution σsoft of the soft Pomeron exhange to
the total parton interation ross setion,
σsoft(sˆ) =
1
2sˆ
2ImTsoft(sˆ, 0) (11)
7
=
∫
d2bDsoft(sˆ, b) (12)
= 8πγ2part
(
sˆ
s0
)αsoft(0)−1
. (13)
The external legs of the diagram of g. 8 are partoni onstituents, as disussed in the preeding
setion.
3.2 Hard Sattering
Let us now onsider the hard (or valene-valene) ontribution, see g.5. All the proesses in the
interation diagram are perturbative, i.e. all internal intermediate partons are haraterized by
large virtualities Q2 > Q20. In that ase, the orresponding hard parton-parton sattering amplitude
T jkhard(sˆ, t) (j, k denote the types (avors) of the initial quarks) an be alulated using the perturbative
QCD tehniques [14, 15℄, and the intermediate states ontributing to the absorptive part of the
amplitude an be dened in the parton basis. In the leading logarithmi approximation of QCD,
summing up terms where eah (small) running QCD oupling onstant αs(Q
2) appears together with
a large logarithm ln(Q2/λ2QCD) (with λQCD being the infrared QCD sale), and making use of the
fatorization hypothesis, one obtains the ontribution of the orresponding ut diagram for t = q2 = 0
as the ut parton ladder ross setion σjkhard(sˆ, Q
2
0)
1
, whih will orrespond to the ut diagram, where
all horizontal rungs are the nal (on-shell) partons and the virtualities of the virtual t-hannel partons
inrease from the ends of the ladder towards the largest momentum transfer parton-parton proess
(indiated symbolially by the `blob' in the middle of the ladder):
σjkhard(sˆ, Q
2
0) =
1
2sˆ
2ImT jkhard(sˆ, t = 0) (14)
= K
∑
ml
∫
dx+Bdx
−
Bdp
2
⊥
dσmlBorn
dp2
⊥
(x+Bx
−
B sˆ, p
2
⊥
)
× EjmQCD(x+B, Q20,M2F )EklQCD(x−B, Q20,M2F )θ
(
M2F −Q20
)
. (15)
Here dσmlBorn/dp
2
⊥
is the dierential 2→ 2 parton sattering ross setion, p2
⊥
is the parton transverse
momentum in the hard proess, m, l and x±B are orrespondingly the types and the shares of the
light one momenta of the partons partiipating in the hard proess, and M2F is the fatorization
sale for the proess (we use M2F = p
2
⊥
/4). The `evolution funtion' EjmQCD(Q
2
0,M
2
F , z) represents the
evolution of a parton asade from the sale Q20 to M
2
F , i.e. it gives the number density of partons
of type m with the momentum share z at the virtuality sale M2F , resulted from the evolution of the
initial parton j, taken at the virtuality sale Q20. The evolution funtion satises the usual DGLAP
equation [16℄ with the initial ondition EjmQCD(Q
2
0, Q
2
0, z) = δ
j
m δ(1 − z). The fator K ≃ 1.5 takes
eetively into aount higher order QCD orretions.
In the following we shall need to know the ontribution of the unut parton ladder T jkhard(sˆ, t)
with some momentum transfer q along the ladder (with t = q2). The behavior of the orresponding
amplitudes was studied in [17℄ in the leading logarithmi(1/x) approximation of QCD. The preise
form of the orresponding amplitude is not important for our appliation; we just use some of the
results of [17℄, namely that one an neglet the real part of this amplitude and that it is nearly
independent on t, i.e. that the slope of the hard interation R2hard is negligibly small, i.e. ompared
1
Stritly speaking, one obtains the ladder representation for the proess only using axial gauge.
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to the soft Pomeron slope one has R2hard ≃ 0. So we parameterize T jkhard(sˆ, t) in the region of small t
as [18℄
T jkhard(sˆ, t) = isˆ σ
jk
hard(sˆ, Q
2
0) exp
(
R2hard t
)
(16)
The orresponding prole funtion is obtained by alulating the Fourier transform T˜hard of Thard
and dividing by the initial parton ux 2sˆ,
Djkhard(sˆ, b) =
1
2sˆ
2ImT˜ jkhard(sˆ, b), (17)
whih gives
Djkhard (sˆ, b) =
1
8π2sˆ
∫
d2q⊥ exp
(
−i~q⊥~b
)
2ImT jkhard(sˆ,−q2⊥) (18)
= σjkhard
(
sˆ, Q20
) 1
4πR2hard
exp
(
− b
2
4R2hard
)
(19)
Sine we also talk about valene-valene ontribution, we use sometimes Dval−val instead of
Dhard:
Djkval−val (sˆ, b) ≡ Djkhard (sˆ, b) , (20)
so these are two names for one and the same objet.
3.3 Semi-Hard Sattering
Let us start disussing semi-hard sea-sea ontribution, represented by a parton ladder with soft
ends, see g. 6. As in ase of soft sattering, the external legs are nuleon onstituents, onneted to
soft Pomerons. The outer partons of the ladder are on both sides sea quarks or gluons (therefore the
index sea-sea). The entral part is exatly the hard sattering onsidered in the preeding setion.
With a sum over all the hard sattering proesses in the enter, we get the mathematial expression
for the orresponding amplitude
iTsea−sea(sˆ, t)=
∑
jk
∫ 1
0
dz+
z+
dz−
z−
iT jkhard(z
+z−sˆ, t) ImT jsoft
(
s0
z+
, t
)
ImT ksoft
(
s0
z−
, t
)
, (21)
with z± being the momentum fration of the external legs of the parton ladder relative to the
momenta of the nuleon onstituents. The indies j and k refer to the avor of these external ladder
partons. The amplitudes T jsoft are the soft Pomeron amplitudes disussed earlier, but with modied
ouplings, sine the Pomerons are now onneted to the ladder on one side. The arguments s0/z
±
are the squared masses of the two soft Pomerons, z+z−sˆ is the squared mass of the hard piee.
Performing as usual the Fourier transform to the impat parameter representation and dividing
by 2sˆ, we obtain the prole funtion
Dsea−sea (sˆ, b) =
1
2sˆ
2Im T˜sea−sea(sˆ, b) , (22)
whih may be written as
Dsea−sea (sˆ, b) =
∑
jk
∫ 1
0
dz+dz−Ejsoft
(
z+
)
Eksoft
(
z−
)
σjkhard(z
+z−sˆ, Q20) (23)
× 1
4π λ
(2)
soft(1/(z
+z−))
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(2)
soft(1/(z
+z−))
)
,
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with the soft Pomeron slope λ
(2)
soft and the ross setion σ
jk
hard being dened earlier. The funtions
Ejsoft (z
±) representing the soft ends are dened as
Ejsoft(z
±) = ImT jsoft
(
s0
z+
, t = 0
)
. (24)
With the phenomenologial desription of soft Pomeron exhange [13℄, we parameterize the amplitude
T gsoft as
T gsoft (sˆ, t) = 8πs0η(t) γpartγg (
sˆ
s0
)αp (0) exp (λ
(1)
soft (sˆ/s0)t) (1−
s0
sˆ
)βg , (25)
where
λ
(1)
soft(z) = R
2
part + α
′
soft lnz . (26)
So we get Egsoft:
Egsoft (z) = 8πs0γpartγg z
−αsoft(0) (1− z)βg . (27)
With (27), we obtain Eqsoft
Eqsoft (z) = γqg
∫ 1
z
dξ P qg (ξ)E
g
soft
(
z
ξ
)
, (28)
with
γqgγg = wsplit γ˜g, γg = (1− wsplit) γ˜g, (29)
where wsplit parameter determined the relative weight of sea quark ontent of the soft Pomeron (the
probability for g → qq¯ splitting in the soft Pomeron). By the momentum onservation onstraint
1 =
∫ 1
0
dz
∑
j
z Ejsoft (z) = 8πs0γpartγ˜g
∫ 1
0
dz z1−αsoft(0)(1− z)βg , (30)
γ˜g is xed as
γ˜g =
1
8πs0γpart
Γ(3− αsoft(0) + βg)
Γ(2− αsoft(0)) Γ(1 + βg) . (31)
We negleted the small hard sattering slope R2hard ompared to the Pomeron slope λsoft. We all
Esoft also the  soft evolution, to indiate that we onsider this as simply a ontinuation of the QCD
evolution, however, in a region where perturbative tehniques do not apply any more. It's easy to
see that Ejsoft (z) has the meaning of the momentum distribution of parton j in the soft Pomeron at
virtuality Q20.
Consisteny requires to also onsider the mixed semi-hard ontributions with a valene quark on
one side and a sea quark or gluon on the other one, see g. 7. We have
iT jval−sea(sˆ, t) =
∫ 1
0
dz−
z−
∑
k
ImT ksoft
(
s0
z−
, t
)
iT jkhard
(
z−sˆ, t
)
(32)
and
Djval−sea (sˆ, b) =
∑
k
∫ 1
0
dz− Eksoft
(
z−
)
σjkhard
(
z−sˆ, Q20
) 1
4π λ
(1)
soft(1/z
−)
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(1)
soft(1/z
−)
)
(33)
where j is the avor of the valene quark at the upper end of the ladder and k is the type of the
parton on the lower ladder end. Again, we negleted the hard sattering slope R2hard ompared to
the soft Pomeron slope. A ontribution Djsea−val (sˆ, b), orresponding to a valene quark partiipant
from the target hadron, is given by the same expression,
Djsea−val (sˆ, b) = D
j
val−sea (sˆ, b) , (34)
sine eq. (33) stays unhanged under replaement z− → z+ and only depends on the total .m.
energy squared sˆ for the parton-parton system.
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3.4 Nuleon-Nuleon Sattering
Let us dene for any of the elementary interation types K (soft, hard, sea-sea, sea-val, and val-sea)
a dressed partoni prole funtion G via
GK(x
+, x−, s, b) =
1
2x+x−s
2Im T˜ ′K(x
+, x−, s, b), (35)
where T˜ ′K is the Fourier transform of T
′
K , with
T ′K
(
x+, x−, s, q2
)
=TK
(
x+x−s, q2
)
FK+(x
+)FK−(x
−) exp
(
2R2N q
2
)
(36)
representing the ontributions of elementary interations plus external legs. Here we assumed a
simple fatorized form for the vertex for nuleon oupling to n onstituent soft partons partiipating
in elementary sattering proesses (external partons for proesses of g. 5, 6, 7, 8) :
N
(n)
N (p, k1, . . . , kn, q1, . . . , qn) =
n∏
i=1
[
FK±
i
(
x±i
)
exp
(
R2N
n∑
k=1
q2i
)]
Fremn
1− n∑
j=1
x±j
 , (37)
where x± = k±/p± are the light one momentum frations of the i-th onstituent parton (± orre-
spond to the projetile/target ase), qi is the 4-momentum transfer in the i-th sattering proess, K
±
i
is the type of i-th onstituent parton (K±i =sea for the soft or sea-sea type proess; K
±
i =val
for the hard sattering; K+i =val, K
−
i =sea for the val-sea ase et.), and R
2
N is known as
the nuleon Regge slope. The fators in the square brakets are then assoiated with individual
sattering ontributions and inluded in the denition of T ′K , GK .
For the funtions Fsea, Fremn we use a simple Regge-inspired ansatz:
Fsea(x) = γNx
−αpart , (38)
Fremn(x) = x
αremn . (39)
where the dierent parameters α are nally determined by omparing with experimental data. The
funtion Fval is onstruted suh that it reprodues an input parametrization (GRV94 [19℄) for valene
quark momentum distributions in the nuleon qv(x,Q
2
0) at the initial sale Q
2
0 .
Based on the above denitions, we may write
GK
(
x+, x−, s, b
)
= D′K
(
x+x−s, b
)
FK+(x
+)FK−(x
−), (40)
with the D′-funtions expressed in terms of the bare parton prole funtions as
D′K(sˆ, b) =
∫
d2b′DK(sˆ, |~b−~b′|) 1
8πR2N
exp
[
− b
′2
8R2N
]
, (41)
whih means that D′K has the same funtional form as DK , with λ
(n)(ξ) being replaed by λ(n)(ξ) +
2R2N .
So we have the bare partoni prole funtions DK and the dressed ones GK , where the former
ones desribe pure parton-parton [20℄ sattering (or more generally sattering between partoni
onstituents), whereas the latter ones desribe partoni sattering, however, taking into aount the
longitudinal and transverse momentum distribution of the partons in the nuleons. These dressed
prole funtions are the elementary quantities, based on whih one may onstrut a proper multiple
sattering theory, for nuleon-nuleon as well as nuleus-nuleus sattering.
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Before we disuss a more orret treatment, let us rst show how we reover the onventional
Gribov-Regge approah of multiple sattering. Here one onsiders so-alled eikonals,
χK(s, b) =
∫
dx+dx−GK(x
+, x−, s, b)Fremn
(
1−x+
)
Fremn
(
1−x−
)
, (42)
and using the eikonal approximation, one may obtain the inelasti ross setion as
σinel(s) =
∫
d2b
{
1− exp
[
−∑
K
χK(s, b)
]}
. (43)
To obtain suh a simple formula, one has to ignore the fat that the energy has to be shared between
the dierent elementary interations, whih is ertainly not orret.
Doing energy onservation properly, one obtains [20℄
σinel(s) =
∫
d2b
∞∑
m=1
1
m!
∫ 1
0
m∏
µ=1
dx+µ dx
−
µ
m∏
µ=1
G(x+µ , x
−
µ , s, b)
∞∑
l=0
1
l!
∫ 1
0
l∏
λ=1
dx˜+λ dx˜
−
λ
×
l∏
λ=1
−G(x˜+λ , x˜−λ , s, b)Fremn
(
xproj−∑
λ
x˜+λ
)
Fremn
(
xtarg−∑
λ
x˜−λ
)
, (44)
with x±µ , x
±
λ being the light one momentum frations of onstituent partons for the elementary
sattering ontributions and
xproj/targ = 1−∑x±µ (45)
being the momentum fration of the projetile/target remnant, and with
G = Gsoft +Gval−val + Gsea−sea +Gval−sea +Gsea−val (46)
being the sum of all the ontributions, soft ones, hard ones, and semi-hard ones. The terms +G
in formula (44) orrespond to ut elementary diagrams, the terms −G to the unut ones, the sums
represent summations over all possible uts. Eq. (44) an be written as
σinel(s) =
∫
d2b {1− Φ(s, b)} , (47)
with
Φ(s, b) =
∞∑
l=0
1
l!
∫ 1
0
l∏
λ=1
dx˜+λ dx˜
−
λ
l∏
λ=1
−G(x˜+λ , x˜−λ , s, b)Fremn
(
1−∑
λ
x˜+λ
)
Fremn
(
1−∑
λ
x˜−λ
)
, (48)
whih an be evaluated numerially. This energy sharing formalism an be easily generalized to
nuleus-nuleus sattering [20℄, not only for alulating ross setions, but also partile prodution.
4 Some Results and Disussion
4.1 The Behavoir of the Dressed Prole Funtion G
As disussed in detail in the preeding hapter, one may express the inelasti ross setion (and
many other quantities) in terms of the dressed prole funtion G, whih is a sum of soft, hard,
and semi-hard ontributions: G =
∑
GK . This funtion an be interpreted as the number of ele-
mentary interations (Pomerons) with light-one momentum frations x+ and x− at a given impat
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Figure 9: The funtions GK in dependene on x = x
+x−at b = 0 for the dierent ontributions K for a ms energy
of 200 GeV. We show soft (dotted), semi-hard (dashed), and valene ontributions (dashed-dotted), where semi-hard
is meant to be the sum of sea-sea, sea-val, and val-sea.
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Figure 10: The funtions GK in dependene on x = x
+x−at b = 0 for the dierent ontributions K for a ms energy
of 1800 GeV. We show soft (dotted), semi-hard (dashed), and valene ontributions (dashed-dotted), where semi-hard
is meant to be the sum of sea-sea, sea-val, and val-sea.
parameter b. We rst investigate the funtional form of these funtions GK . We plot in gs. 9 and
10 the funtions GK in dependene on x = x
+x−at b = 0 for a ms energy of 200 and 1800 GeV
for the dierent ontributions K (we onsider the sum of sea-sea, sea-val, and val-sea, referred to
as semi-hard). The dominant ontributions are in any ase the soft and the semi-hard ones. Both
show roughly a power-law behavior, with a muh steeper inrease of the semi-hard omponent. At
200 GeV, the soft omponent is by far dominant, whereas for 1800 GeV the semi-hard omponent is
taking over, however, with the soft one still being bigger at small x. Although the semi-hard part
has a uto at some small value of x, the omplete ontribution shows always a smooth and regular
behavior in the limit of x going to zero, due to the soft omponent.
The smooth behavior of the G funtion has also the very nie side eet that we an approximate
it (to a very good preision) by a simple analytial funtion, whih allows an analytial alulation of
many interesting quantities, in partiular in nuleus-nuleus ollisions, where numerial alulations
are quite ostly, or even impossible.
Having alulated G, we an now proeed to alulate the inelasti ross setion, using eqs.
(47,48). We obtain the result shown in g. 11 as a full urve. Aounting for lowest order sreening
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Figure 11: The inelasti ross setion for proton-proton sattering as a funtion of the energy
√
s.
orretions due to so-alled enhaned Pomeron diagrams we obtained somewhat redued values of
σinel(s), shown in g. 11 as the dashed urve.
4.2 Comparison with Data:
An important advantage of our approah is that it allows not only to alulate dierent interation
ross setions but also to develop a fully self-onsistent Monte Carlo proedure to simulate hadron-
hadron (nuleus-nuleus) interations, inluding diret modeling of perturbative parton evolution in
hard and semihard elementary proesses. Thus, we were able to simulate many proesses and obtain
valuable results whih agree quite well with experimental data. Here we present our results for
proton-proton interations in the energy range between roughly 10 and 2000 GeV, whih represents
the range of validity of our approah. The energy dependene of the total ross setion has been
ompared with the data [21℄ in gure 12. The average multipliities of dierent hadron speies as a
funtion of the energy
√
s are shown in gure 13.
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Figure 12: The total ross setion as a funtion of the energy
√
s (left gure): the full line is the simulation, the
points represent data [21℄. Pomeron numbers as a funtion of energy
√
s (right): soft(dashed) and semi-hard (solid
line) Pomerons.
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Figure 13: The average multipliities of dierent hadron speies, as a funtion of the energy
√
s. From top to bottom:
all harged partiles, pi+, pi−, K+,K−,p. The full lines are simulations, the points represent dada from [22℄.
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Figure 14: Rapidity distributions of pions at 100 GeV. The full lines are simulations, the points represent data [23℄.
We also present the spetrums of pion here. Figure 14 shows the rapidity distributions of pions at
100 GeV and gure 15 shows the psedo-rapidity distributions of pions (π+,π−)and harged partiles
(all harged and negatively harged) at 200 GeV. Figure 16 shows the psedo-rapidity distributions
of positively and negatively harged partiles at 53 GeV (ms). Figure 17 shows the psedo-rapidity
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Figure 15: Psedo-rapidity distributions of pions (pi+,pi−)and harged partiles (all harged and negatively harged)
at 200 GeV. The full lines are simulations, the points represent data [23, 24℄.
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Figure 16: Psedo-rapidity distributions of positively and negatively harged partiles at 53 GeV (ms). The full lines
are simulations, the points represent data [25℄.
distributions of harged partiles at 200 and 1800 GeV (ms).
The spetrums of protons are presented, too. Figure 18 shows the longitudinal momentum fration
distribution of protons at 100 GeV, integrated over pt (left) and for pt = 0.75 GeV/ (right). Figure
19 shows the longitudinal momentum fration distribution of protons at 200 GeV, integrated over pt
(left) and at 175 GeV for pt = 0.75 GeV/ (right).
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Figure 17: Psedo-rapidity distributions of harged partiles at 200 and 1800 GeV (ms). The full lines are simulations,
the points represent data [26, 27℄.
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Figure 18: Longitudinal momentum fration distribution of protons at 100 GeV, integrated over pt (left) and for
pt = 0.75 GeV/ (right). The full lines are simulations, the points represent data [28℄.
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Figure 19: Longitudinal momentum fration distribution of protons at 200 GeV, integrated over pt (left) and at 175
GeV for pt = 0.75 GeV/ (right). The full lines are simulations, the points represent data [23, 28℄.
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4.3 Some Disussion
This paper has shown a theoretial disussion of a new onept of treating soft and hard sattering
in a onsistent fashion. As disussed above, at energies presently (or in the near future) aessible,
both soft and hard omponents play an important role, so one annot simply ignore any of the two.
This was our main motivation to develop the theoretial framework disussed in this paper. The full
self-onsistent sheme for the desription of high energy hadron-hadron (nuleus-nuleus) interations
has to aount also for all signiant sreening orretions, or more generally interations between
elementary diagrams. This part of the work will be disussed elsewhere [10℄.
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